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Abstract
Purpose – Photographs are a kind of cultural heritage and very useful for cultural and historical studies.
However, traditional or manual research methods are costly and cannot be applied on a large scale. This
paper aims to present an exploratory study for understanding the cultural concerns of libraries based on the
automatic analysis of large-scale image collections.

Design/methodology/approach – In this work, an image dataset including 85,023 images preserved
and shared by 28 libraries is collected from the Flickr Commons project. Then, a method is proposed for
representing the culture with a distribution of visual semantic concepts using a state-of-the-art deep learning
technique and measuring the cultural concerns of image collections using two metrics. Case studies on this
dataset demonstrated the great potential and promise of the method for understanding large-scale image
collections from the perspective of cultural concerns.

Findings – The proposed method has the ability to discover important cultural units from large-scale image
collections. The proposed two metrics are able to quantify the cultural concerns of libraries from different
perspectives.
Originality/value – To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first automatic analysis of images for
the purpose of understanding cultural concerns of libraries. The significance of this study mainly consists
in the proposed method of understanding the cultural concerns of libraries based on the automatic analysis of
the visual semantic concepts in image collections. Moreover, this paper has examined the cultural concerns
(e.g. important cultural units, cultural focus, trends and volatility of cultural concerns) of 28 libraries.

Keywords Digital humanities, Cultural concerns, Image mining,
Photograph-based culture understanding, Visual semantic concepts

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
Cultural heritage witnesses where we come from and where we are (Serageldin et al., 2001).
In the digital age, libraries are playing an important role in the long-term preservation,
usage and inheritance of cultural heritage in digital forms. Existing studies have discussed
the relationships between culture and libraries. Wang and Frank (2002) highlighted the
important role of academic libraries in cross-cultural communication. Loach et al. (2017)
provided a critique of the sustainability policies and research of museums and libraries.
They believed that the devotion to cultural sustainability is to the future survival of
museums and libraries.

In addition, researchers have been interested in how to use information technologies for
preservation, management, and organisation of cultural heritage (Kalfatovic et al., 2008;
Rimmer et al., 2008). For example, Russel (1967) proposed the standardisation of mark-ups
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for the encoding of literary texts in the COCOA programme. In 1998, the famous
“Poughkeepsie Principles” was put forward as the text encoding guideline for literary,
linguistic and historical research. Then, the extensible mark-up language (XML) became the
guideline of text encoding for literary and linguistic computing (Text Encoding Initiative
[TEI] Consortium, 2009). To support the preservation of digital objects and ensure long-term
usability, the Library of Congress released the PREMIS Data Dictionary and Schema as an
international metadata standard (Caplan and Guenther, 2005). Rimmer et al. (2008)
established the Arts and Humanities Data Service to help researchers with the discovery
and preservation of digital resources.

More recently, the Flickr Commons project collected thousands of image collections from
many libraries, which might be used to gain a better understanding of the culture and
history of libraries (Springer et al., 2008). However, traditional research methods (i.e. image
collections analysed by humans) are costly and cannot be applied on a large scale. In this
paper, the researchers report an exploratory study to understand the cultural concerns of
libraries based on the automatic analysis of large-scale image collections. The value of this
study is twofold. On the one hand, the method proposed has the ability to analyse large-scale
image collections quantitatively. On the other hand, the study included an examination of
the cultural units that libraries were concerned with as well as the cultural concerns of
different libraries.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the background of this study is
introduced, including the quantification of culture and the automatic understanding of
images, both of which are related to image mining in the digital humanities. In Section 3, a
method is proposed of understanding large-scale image collections from the perspective
of cultural concerns. The method first represents culture with a series of visual semantic
concepts in the image collections. Second, two metrics are used to quantify the cultural
concerns of the image collections. In Section 4, an image dataset collected from the Flickr
Commons project, including 85,023 images preserved and shared by 28 libraries, is
described to test the method. In Section 5, the effectiveness of the method is demonstrated
based on case studies using the collected dataset and the findings about the cultural
concerns of libraries.

2. Background
The main idea of this study was to quantify the cultural concerns based on the automatic
analysis of visual semantic concepts in the image collections. The related studies are thus
reviewed in terms of two topics; the quantification of culture and the automatic
understanding of images.

2.1 Quantification of culture
It has been a long time since people started to use quantitative methods to study culture
from various aspects. To our best knowledge, Hofstede (1984) was the first who used a
quantitative method to study culture from multiple cultural dimensions, such as power
distance, individualism versus collectivism, masculinity versus femininity, uncertainty
versus avoidance, long-term versus short-term orientation and indulgence versus restraint.
Following Hofstede’s cultural dimension theory and quantitative method, Stuart-Fox (1986),
Ger and Belk (1996) and Schwartz (2006) quantified and compared culture with manual
methods (e.g. surveys).

During the past few decades, it was popular to use computational methods to study
culture based on special cultural carriers (e.g. books and social media). Stubbs (1996)
conducted an analysis of advertisements, newspapers, and scientific research articles in
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terms of text type and genre with text mining. Michel et al. (2011) used a quantitative
method and reported a survey of the vast terrain of “culturomics”. More specifically, they
showed the trends of linguistic and cultural phenomena reflected in the English language
between 1,800 and 2,000. Kincl et al. (2013) used a keyword analysis method in the
examination of the differences in the communication characteristics of international
programmes provided by universities from different cultures.

Moreover, researchers have been trying to interpret culture using the symbols of art
images since a long time ago, which can be evidenced by a number of studies. Langer (1953)
stated that visual symbols are the basis of all human understanding and serve as vehicles of
conception for all human knowledge. Images were used to show the culture that people were
proud of or that they thought interesting (Jacobs, 1981). Camillo et al. (2005) presented a
method of analysing “the material culture of happiness” based on photo diaries provided by
people from eight countries: Spain, France, England, Germany, Italy, The Netherlands,
Finland and Russia.

In spite of the above efforts devoted to quantifying culture, it is worthwhile to further
explore the cultural concerns of libraries based on their image collections using quantitative
methods.

2.2 Automatic understanding of images
According to Eakins (2002), people comprehend images based on four types of abstract
visual semantic concepts, including object, scene, behaviour and affective. Since then, more
and more researchers have tried to develop semantic annotation techniques for automatic
image understanding. Early studies mainly focussed on creatingmanual feature descriptors,
such as HOG (Dalal and Triggs, 2005), SIFT (Lowe, 1999), SURF (Bay et al., 2006) and GLOH
(Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2005), for specific image understanding tasks (e.g. face detection
and recognition and object detection).

Recently, the deep learning technique has been applied in the automatic understanding of
images, which was a major breakthrough. Krizhevsky et al. (2012) won the Large Scale
Visual Recognition Challenge 2012 for proposing the first deep learning model AlexNet.
AlexNet has a simple architecture with five consecutive convolutional filters, a max-pool
layer and three fully connected layers, but received a top-five error rate of 15.3 per cent
outperforming the previous best one with an accuracy of 26.2 per cent. Later, a series of
studies dived deeper into the sequence of convolutional layers. Simonyan and Zisserman
(2014) established the “VGG16” model comprising 16 convolutional layers and introduced
ReLU activation functions for nonlinear transformations. In contrast to 11� 11 filters in
AlexNet, VGG16 implements 3� 3 filters for each convolution layer for the purpose of
decreasing the number of parameters in training. He et al. (2016) noticed that training and
optimising became more and more difficult with the increase of layers in deep models.
Therefore, they proposed the ResNet model which tries to learn a residual function for
keeping information among convolution layers. ResNet is composed of 152 convolutional
layers with 3� 3 filters using residual learning by block of two layers and obtained a top-
five error rate of 4.49 per cent in the Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2012. These
efforts enable computers to understand the object semantic concepts in images more easily.

Researchers were also interested in automatic understanding of the scene and behaviour
semantic concepts in images. Xiao et al. (2010) released the SUN dataset and reported some
experimental results about scene classification using manual feature descriptors. Their
study was able to classify images into 397 scene categories. Zhou et al. (2018) released the
Place365 dataset for promoting research on scene semantic annotation of images. This
dataset was composed of 10 million scene photographs, labelled with scene semantic
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categories and attributes, including a quasi-exhaustive list of the types of environments
encountered in the world. They also created some Place365-CNNs models that have the
ability to annotate the scene category of images automatically. Soomro et al. (2012) collected
a large-scale dataset consisting of 101 action classes and provided the baseline action
recognition results using the bag-of-words method. Karpathy et al. (2014) implemented
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in recognising 487 sports classes from large-scale
videos. Their networks took advantage of local spatio-temporal information and performed
significantly better than strong feature-based baselines. Tran et al. (2018) discussed several
forms of spatio-temporal convolutions for action recognition. They showed that factorising
the 3D convolutional filters into separate spatial and temporal components yielded
significant improvement in accuracy. Inspired by these studies, the researchers attempted to
use deep learning techniques for developing a method of understanding cultural concerns of
libraries based on the semantic concepts in their image collections.

3. Methodology
The method proposed is for identifying the characteristics of cultural concerns of libraries
from large-scale image collections. Specifically:

� A relational model for mapping visual semantic concepts to cultural units is created
(Section 3.1).

� A deep learning technique for detecting visual semantic concepts from images and
represented culture with a distribution of these concepts is introduced (Section 3.2).

� Two metrics to measure the cultural concerns from different perspectives are
proposed (Section 3.3).

3.1 Mapping visual semantic concepts to cultural units
A study on semantic understanding of images (Eakins, 2002) indicated that people
comprehend images based on four types of abstract visual semantic concepts, including
object, scene, behaviour and affective. Another study on culture analysis (Stuart-Fox, 1986)
suggested that there were three types of cultural units: material, behavioural and mental.
The two studies provide the basis for creating themapping from visual semantic concepts to
cultural units. Figure 1 shows the relationships between visual semantic concepts and
cultural units. As mental units and affective semantic concepts are difficult to measure and
may be easily affected by subjective factors, only material and behavioural units are
considered in this study.

Figure 1.
A relational model for
mapping visual
semantic concepts to
cultural units
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3.2 Concept detection and culture representation
Traditional (manual) methods of analysing the visual semantic concepts in image collections
are costly and cannot be applied on a large scale. In this study, a state-of-the-art deep
learning technique is adopted to mine visual semantic concepts from image collections
automatically. In practice, a CNN is trained on the whole ImageNet collection for detecting
semantic concepts in the image collection.

Convolutional neural network. The researchers implemented the Inception V3 CNN for
detecting the semantic concepts in each image. The Inception V3 network consists of six
convolution layers, two pooling layers, and three inception layers for extracting the visual
patterns from the input image. Then a linear layer and a softmax layer were used to output
the semantic concepts in the input image. More details of the Inception V3 network can be
found in Szegedy et al. (2016). Given the Inception V3 network M and a labelled image
dataset I[1], the researchers were able to train a neural networkmodel f:

M Ið Þ ! f (1)

ImageNet Collection. The entire ImageNet collection includes 14,197,122 images with 21,841
general visual semantic concepts. Each image contains object semantic concepts (e.g. tree
and golden retriever), scene semantic concepts (e.g. canyon and beach) or behaviour
semantic concepts (e.g. riding house and archery). Each concept is represented as a synset in
WordNet. Figure 2 shows some examples of the visual semantic concepts in ImageNet. The
images on the left are examples of the visual semantic concepts. The texts in blue are
WordNet synsets, and the definitions below them are the descriptions of the synsets in
WordNet. “Depth inWordNet” refers to the number of nodes between the current synset and
the root ofWordNet (Dalbello, 2011; Miller, 1995).

Because ImageNet is the largest image collection for image recognition (i.e. detecting
visual semantic concepts), the researchers trained the CNN f on this collection. That is, in

Figure 2.
Visual semantic
concepts in the

ImageNet collection
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equation (1), M denotes the Inception V3 CNN, I denotes the ImageNet collection. In this
way, the trained neural model f is able to recognise a variety of visual semantic concepts,
and it covers most cultural units.

Culture representation. Let p denote an image and C = hc1, . . ., cni denote the entire set of
visual semantic concepts in ImageNet. Given the trained neural model f, we have
equation (2):

si ¼ f ci jpð Þ ; i 2 1; nð Þ (2)

where si is the score of the concept ci in the image p and n denotes the number of visual
semantic concepts in ImageNet. Figure 3 shows an example of concept detection. The
trained neural model has the ability to capture semantic concepts (i.e. cultural units) in
the image, such as “canoe”, “boat paddle”, “’boathouse’, “lakeside”, and so on. According to
the classic idea that “culture can be understood as a distribution of referenced concepts”
(Carley, 1991), the culture implied in each image is represented with a culture vector s=hs1,
. . ., sni. And the culture of a set of images P = hp1, . . ., pki can be represented with the mean
vectors as in equation (3):

s ¼ Rk
i ¼1s i

k
(3)

where k is the number of images in set P and s i denotes the culture vector of the i-th image
in set P.

3.3 Cultural measurement
Inspired by the research on socio-cultural computing (Lietz et al., 2014), two metrics are
proposed – that is, cultural focus and cultural difference – for measuring cultural concerns
from different perspectives.

Figure 3.
An example of
concept detection
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Cultural focus is a metric used to quantify the extent to which a group demonstrates a focus F
on a few important cultural units. Based on Lietz et al. (2014), the researchers used normalised
Shannon entropy tomeasure the cultural focus for each set P [equations (4) and (5)]:

Fp ¼ 1��Rn
i¼1sl � log2sl
log2n

(4)

Sl ¼ Rk
i¼1si
k

(5)

where n denotes the number of visual semantic concepts in ImageNet and Sl is the score of
the i-th semantic concept in set P. FP falls in the range (0, 1) where 1 means that the content
of image set P focuses on a few cultural units and suggests a clear cultural preference. In
contrast, 0 means that the content of image set P is distributed uniformly over a lot of
cultural units.

Cultural difference is a metric used to quantify the cultural homophily of two sets of
images. In this study, the researchers used the cosine distance formula to measure the
cultural differenceD [equation (6)]:

DðPx; PyÞ ¼ 1� sPx � sPy

ksPxk � ksPyk
(6)

where sPx and sPy are the culture vectors of image sets Px and Py, respectively. The cultural
difference falls in the range (0, 1) where 0 means that the cultural units of Px are the same as
those of Py, whereas 1means that the cultural units of Px is totally different from those of Py.

4. Data
A large-scale image collection with at least 10,000 images is needed to test the method.
Given the important roles of libraries in the preservation of cultural materials, we collected
an image dataset shared by libraries from the Flickr Commons[2] project which had
accumulated 6,800,000 images shared by 109 institutions, including national libraries, public
libraries, university libraries, museums, and others. The researchers manually examined the
type of each institution and identified all the libraries. Then the images uploaded and shared
by these libraries and their metadata were collected using the Flickr API (www.flickr.com/
services/api/). The metadata of each image includes five fields, that is, “owner id”, “image
id”, “title of image”, “description” and “taken time” (Figure 4). In total, we collected 85,023
images shared by 28 libraries from Flickr Commons. Table I shows the metadata of an
example image. All the images were taken from 1000 to May 2016, with only seven taken
between 1000 and 1799. We eliminated the seven images, and the rest of the images can be
traced back to as early as 1800 (Figure 5). It can be easily detected that there are two peak
periods of photo taking; that is, 1900-1950 and 2000-2016. That is, this collection mainly
reflects the cultural concerns of the libraries during these two periods.

5. Analysis
The effectiveness of the method was tested based on the case studies on the above
image collection. Specifically speaking, the intent is to answer the following research
questions:
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RQ1. Is the method able to discover effectively the cultural units that the libraries are
concerned with?

RQ2. Which libraries have clear cultural preferences?What are these preferences?

RQ3. What are the patterns of the cultural concerns of the libraries?

Table I.
Details of the image
collection

ID Library name Country Count of images Library type

L1 National Library of Medicine The USA 584 National
L2 National Library of Norway Norway 3,316 National
L3 National Library of Sweden Sweden 165 National
L4 National Library of Australia Australia 968 National
L5 The Royal Library, Denmark Denmark 188 National
L6 National Library of Ireland Ireland 1,752 National
L7 National Library of Scotland Scotland 2,313 National
L8 National Library of Wales Wales 2,117 National
L9 National Library of New Zealand New Zealand 4,304 National
L10 Library of Congress The USA 26,140 National
L11 Camden Public Library (Maine) The USA 283 Public
L12 Tyrrell Historical Library The USA 156 Public
L13 Hamilton Public Library The USA 403 Public
L14 Library Company of Philadelphia The USA 1,021 Public
L15 Vancouver Public Library Canada 537 Public
L16 Bergen Public Library Norway 982 Public
L17 District of Columbia Public Library The USA 230 Public
L18 State Library of Queensland Australia 3,452 Public
L19 New York Public Library The USA 2,525 Public
L20 Library of Virginia The USA 986 Public
L21 State Library of New South Wales Australia 2,911 Public
L22 Library of Texas State University The USA 5,254 University
L23 Miami University Libraries The USA 9,440 University
L24 Glucksman Library, University of Limerick Ireland 610 University
L25 Cornell University Library The USA 3,971 University
L26 Central University Libraries Mexico 7,441 University
L27 Library of University of Washington The USA 802 University
L28 London School of Economics Library The UK 2,172 University

Figure 4.
Themetadata of an
image collected from
Flickr Commons
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To answer these research questions, several case studies were conducted on the collected
dataset.

5.1 Answer to RQ1
In the method, the culture vector s [equation (3)] represents the cultural units that libraries
were proud of, thought interesting, and wanted to show to others. To verify this idea, two of
the libraries, TX State University Library (L22) and National Library of Scotland (L7), were
chosen for further study because the sizes of their image sets are moderate. L22 shared 5,254
images and L7 2,313 images. Both image sets are sufficiently large for reflecting the
advantage of the automatic method but not too large to impede subsequent manual
examination.

The pre-trained CNN was used to detect visual semantic concepts in both image sets and
the culture vector s for each library was calculated using equation (3). Also examined were
the cultural units of both libraries by visiting their home pages, Wikipedia pages and other
related online resources.

It is very interesting to see that the method has the ability to discover important cultural
units from large-scale image collections. For example, the top ten visual semantic concepts
with the highest scores in the culture vector s of L22 are “football game”, “American
football”, “professional football”, “halfback”, “goalmouth”, “drum majorette”, “basketball
player”, “tennis”, “pushball”, and “pitching coach” (Figure 6), which suggests a strong
preference for sports and athletics. On the Wikipedia page of Texas State University
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texas_State_University), one can find that “athletics”,
especially “football bowl subdivision”, is deemed a core cultural unit in the history of Texas
State University (Figure 7).

The top ten visual semantic concepts of L7 are “death camp”, “military attaché”,
“prisoner of war camp”, “Gulag”, “tenement house”, “orthochromatic film”, “passe-
partout”, “colliery”, “slit trench” and “foxhole” (Figure 6), which indicates that “the
war” is an important cultural unit of L7. After viewing the library’s web site (http://

Figure 5.
Temporal

distribution of the
images
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digital.nls.uk/gallery/category/war) and the Wikipedia of Scotland (Figure 8), we found
that Scotland played an important role in the two World Wars and a lot of people died
during the wars. This in a degree explains why the wars are an unforgettable unit in
their culture and history.

Figure 6.
The significant visual
semantic concepts
detected from the
image sets of L22
(left) and L7 (right)

Figure 7.
TheWikipedia page
of Texas State
University, screen
captured at 1:42 PM,
29May 2017
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5.2 Answer to RQ2
The above case studies show that the culture vector is able to capture the cultural concerns
(important cultural units) of the libraries. Then the libraries which have clear culture
preferences were identified using the proposed metric Cultural Focus (Section 2.4). This
metric is a quantitative indicator that describes cultural concerns. Generally speaking, if the
cultural focus of a library is close to 1, then the library is concerned with very few cultural
units. When the cultural focus is close to 0, the library has a variety of cultural concerns.

The cultural focus for the 28 libraries was calculated based on their image sets using
equations (4) and (5). Figure 9 shows the results. It can be seen that L22 (Library of Texas
State University) has the highest cultural focus score (F=0.39272). Most images shared by
L22 are about football series, tennis series, basketball series, track meets, and famous
athletes in the history of Texas State University. One can infer that the library was very
proud of the university’s sports culture, and sports and athletics have played an important
role in the life of the people at Texas State University. Such finding is consistent with that of

Figure 9.
The cultural focus of

each library in the
collection

Figure 8.
TheWikipedia page
of Scotland, screen

captured at 1:51 PM,
29May 2018
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the automatic analysis in Section 4.1. Additionally, L16 (Bergen Public Library) and L7
(National Library of Scotland) also have high cultural focuses (F> 0.35), indicating that the
cultural units they want to share with others are very focussed. In all, 80 per cent (787/982)
[3] of the images from L16 are the portraits of famous historical figures or photos of people
and 86 per cent (1991/2313) of the images from L7 are related toWorldWar I.

The cultural focus of L15 (Vancouver Public Library) is the lowest (F=0.25034). The
researchers also manually examined the image set of L15 and found that the library has
shared a lot of historical images that cover a diversity of cultural units, including buildings,
persons, wars, sports, leisure life and so forth. These images do not have a clear cultural
concern, perhaps because L15 just wanted to show everything they had.

5.3 Answer to RQ3
The researchers described the patterns of the cultural concerns of the libraries from two
aspects:

(1) the trend of cultural concerns; and
(2) the volatility of cultural concerns.

To examine the trend of cultural concerns, the accumulative cultural focus for each library
was calculated. Let Pj = hpi, . . ., pli denotes all the images from a library that were taken
before the year j [ (1800, 2016) (includes the year j), the accumulative cultural focus of the
library in year j is calculated with equations (2) to (5). The accumulative cultural focus of the
libraries year by year from 1800 to 2016 was plotted. To see the long-term trend of cultural
focus, the researchers focussed on the libraries whose earliest images were taken more than
40 years ago. Figure 10 shows the plot. It is not surprising that the accumulative cultural
focus shows a decreasing trend. However, a sharp decreasing mostly happened before 1950,
followed by flat curves from 1950 to 2016.

To examine the volatility of cultural concerns, the adjacent cultural difference for each
library was calculated. Let Pj = hpi, . . ., pmi denote all the images from a library that were taken
in the year t [ (1800, 2016), the adjacent cultural difference of the year t is calculated as:

Figure 10.
The long-term trend
of the cultural focus
of the libraries in the
collection
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DðPt; Pt�1Þ ¼ 1� sPt � sPt�1

ksPtk � ksPt�1k
(7)

where sPt and sPt�1 are the culture vectors of image sets Pt and Pt–1, respectively, and sPt and
sPt�1 are computed using equation (3). The long-term trend of the adjacent cultural difference
can be found in Figure 11. Here, we also focussed on those libraries whose earliest images were
takenmore than 40years ago. There are some void years during which no photo was taken. As
a result, only considered were the years with non-zero numbers of images.

The peaks in the plots reflect that the cultural concerns of the library changed from some
cultural units to others between two adjacent years. In other words, a peak represents a
dramatic transition of cultural concerns. In contrast, the troughs in the plots reflect the
cultural concerns of the library were stable between two adjacent years.

One may find that the adjacent cultural difference of L27 (Library of University of
Washington) and that of L9 (National Library of New Zealand) is close to 1 in most years,
which suggests that both libraries have a high volatility in their cultural concerns.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, an exploratory study of understanding the cultural concerns of libraries based
on automatic analysis of image collections is presented.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that automatic image mining was
applied in cultural concerns discovery. Additionally, a method was proposed that quantifies
the cultural concerns based on visual semantic concept detection using a deep learning
approach and two proposed metrics.

The case studies demonstrated the effectiveness of the method from several aspects:

Figure 11.
The long-term trend
of adjacent cultural

difference of the
libraries in the

collection
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� The method has the ability to highlight the noticeable cultural units in image
collections without human efforts.

� The proposed metric, cultural focus, is able to measure the diversity of cultural
concerns (i.e. cultural preferences).

Unlike traditional methods that dependmainly on humans to analyse the content of images, the
method uses the deep learning approach to automatically analyse the visual semantic concepts
in images and could be used on large-scale image collections. Case studies were conducted to
show the great potential and promise of the method for understanding cultural concerns. This
ideamay be applied to other objects than image collections of libraries in the future.

Notes

1. Each image in dataset I has been annotated with semantic concept labels (e.g. “beach”, “golden
retriever”, and so on).

2. The goal of the Flickr Commons Project is to share hidden treasures from the world’s public
image archives.

3. Here the former is the number of images that are related to people, the latter is the number of
images the library owns.
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